
 
RESULTS & FINDINGS ON MPS14 REPAIRS 
 
The temperature of LHS heatsink (measured approximately 1¼ inch from front of 
heatsink-parallel to PCB fixing hole) = 45-50 degrees centigrade. The unit under test 
is operating at 110v AC and unit is under load and been operating for more than 15 
minutes. 
Unit goes into `Protect` mode when used as a pair (dual redundancy) - check R55. 
Cyclic power-up when used in dual redundancy mode - IC5. 
Fan motors permanently running or not operating at all - IC5. 
In some cases (after all modifications fitted), if there is a high frequency whistle - fit a 
0.1uF capacitor from fan supply (red lead pl3) to ground (TP7). 
The +19.5 volt set up pot at end of range - check R122. 
Unit goes into `Protect` mode +2 seconds - with or without load-check L2, L3. 
Unit goes into `Protect` mode +2 seconds with load connected but apparently OK 
without load - check TR8,9. 
Motor-boating noise and intermittent harsh crackle also caused by TR8, TR9. 
Over-heating and/or failure of TR8 & TR9 on issue 1 or 2 PCB - check voltage on 
D31. This device is replaced by TL431 and 1k5/1k2 resistors on issue 5 PCB`s. The 
correct operating voltage across D31 should be 5.4 Volts or greater (5.6V zener 
diode). 
Heatsink clips on all FETs should be checked and re-tightened if necessary. 
Recommend that TR8 and TR9 are always replaced as a pair. 
If unit goes into `Protect` instantly with no O/P LEDs illuminating - primary side of 
PSU at fault - suspect TR2 or TR3. These devices can go O/C (remove heatsink clip 
and visually inspect body of device for damage). As TR2 & TR3 are connected they 
can give false readings on a test meter while still in circuit (even if the Drain terminal 
is removed). 
 


